Introduction
1 In this work we study Weierstrass points on compact symmetric Riemann surfaces and the Klein surfaces obtained as a quotient of them. The set of Weierstrass points is an interesting object of study because of its good properties; for example, every automorphism of X maps injectively the set of Weierstrass points onto itself.
We recall some basic facts about Weierstrass points in Section 2; most of them appear in [5] . In Section 3 we introduce the double covering of a Klein surface and the affine plane model of a hyperelliptic Klein surface, which will be very useful later (more information about Klein surfaces can be found, for example, in [1] and [3] ).
In Section 4 we study the gap sequence at a point of a Klein surface and in Section 5 we use our previous results to distinguish some marked sets in a hyperelliptic Klein surface. The topological characteristics of these sets allow us to determine the topological type of the surface. We also prove a result which gives us information about the action of an automorphism on the set of Weierstrass points on the boundary of the surface.
Weierstrass points
We fix all throughout this section a compact Riemann surface X of genus g ≥ 0. Let M(X) denote the field of meromorphic functions on X. Definition 2.1. Let P ∈ X and n ∈ N. A meromorphic function on X with a pole of order n at P and no other poles in X will be called (following the notation used by Lewittes in [7] ) a function at n(P ).
The Weierstrass gap Theorem describes, for a point P ∈ X, the nature of the set of positive integers n such that there exists a function at n(P ). In fact: Theorem 2.2 (Weierstrass gap Theorem). Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1 and P ∈ X. Then, there are precisely g integers 1 = γ 1 < γ 2 < · · · < γ g < 2g such that there exists a function at n(P ) if and only if n / ∈ Γ(P ) = {γ 1 , . . . , γ g }.
The set Γ(P ) = {γ 1 , . . . , γ g } is called the gap sequence at P . The integers γ i are called the gaps at P . An integer in N \ Γ(P ) is called a non-gap at P . A point P is a Weierstrass point if Γ(P ) = {1, 2, . . . , g}.
If X is a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2, then the set W of Weierstrass points on X is finite. Moreover, 2g +2 ≤ |W | ≤ g 3 −g. The lower bound is attained The author is partially supported by the European Network RAAG HPRN-CT-2001-00271 and the Spanish GAAR DGICYT BFM2002-04797 if and only if X is hyperelliptic.
The Weierstrass gap Theorem can be obtained as a corollary of the Noether gap Theorem, which we will need later. To introduce it, we have to use the language of divisors. A divisor on X is a formal symbol
with D P ∈ Z and D P = 0 for only finitely many P ∈ X. Divisors on X form an abelian group under pointwise addition. In fact, they constitute the free abelian group on the set of points of X.
For a divisor D on X, the C-vector space of meromorphic functions with poles bounded by D, which we will denote by L X (D) (or simply by L(D) if X is understood), is the set of meromorphic functions: 
Klein surfaces
An isomorphism of Klein surfaces is a bijective morphism whose inverse is also a morphism. An automorphism of a Klein surface is an isomorphism of the surface onto itself. The group of automorphisms of a Klein surface S will be denoted by Aut(S). Suppose that S is oriented. We will say that an automorphism is analytic if it preserves the orientation and antianalytic otherwise. The index 2 subgroup of analytic automorphisms of S will be denoted by Aut + (S).
Next we introduce the double covering of a Klein surface S (see, for example,
Let S be a Klein surface which is not a Riemann surface. There exists a triple (S c , π, σ), called the double covering of S, verifying the following conditions:
(1) S c is a Riemann surface.
(2) The map π : S c −→ S is a morphism of Klein surfaces such that |π 
We will say that f is invariant under σ * if σ * f = f . (ii) Let A be a subset of the field M(S) of meromorphic functions on S. We will denote the set of functions which are invariant under σ * by:
The following results can be found in the Appendix of [3] . Each f ∈ M(S) induces a morphism of Klein surfaces, denoted by f , from S onto the closed unit disk. Moreover, if f 1 and f 2 are non-constant meromorphic functions with
It is easy to see that the order of a meromorphic function f at a point and the ramification index of the associated morphism f at that point coincide. The map π :
Along this paper we will mostly concerned with hyperelliptic surfaces. A compact Riemann surface R of genus g ≥ 2 is said to be hyperelliptic if there exists a meromorphic function f : R −→ C of degree 2. Next we introduce the affine plane model of a hyperelliptic Riemann surface.
Let P (x) be a monic polynomial of degree 2g + 1 + with ∈ {0, 1} and g ≥ 2. Assume that P (x) has distinct roots. Let X be the affine plane curve given by the equation y 2 = P (x), which is a non-compact Riemann surface. By gluing X and the affine curve {w 2 = z 2g+2 P (1/z)} together along {x = 0} and {z = 0} (see [8, III.1]) we obtain a compact Riemann surface Z of genus g.
We can think on Z as being X with some extra points added at infinity: one point, which we will call ∞, if = 0; and two points, which we will call ∞ 1 and
The map f : Z −→ C which maps (x, y) → x and the points at infinity to ∞ is a meromorphic function of degree 2; hence Z is hyperelliptic.
It can be shown that every hyperelliptic Riemann surface R is isomorphic to a surface Z constructed in this way from an affine plane curve X. The curve X is called the affine plane model of R.
is the hyperelliptic involution. The points (x, 0) where x is a root of P (together with ∞ if P has odd degree) are the 2g + 2 fixed points of h, that is, the Weierstrass points on Z.
Let S be a Klein surface which is not a Riemann surface. We will say that S is hyperelliptic if its double covering is hyperelliptic.
Let S be a hyperelliptic Klein surface with double covering (S c , σ). It is known (a proof can be found in [4] ) that (S c , σ) is isomorphic (as a symmetric Riemann surface) to (X, σ X ) where X is the hyperelliptic Riemann surface with affine plane model {y 2 = P (x)} with P and σ X verifying one and only one of the following three conditions:
(1) P is a real monic polynomial (i.e. with real coefficients) and σ(x, y) = (x, y). (2) P is a real monic polynomial with non-real roots and σ(x, y) = (x, −y). (3) P is a monic polynomial and σ(x, y) = (−1/x, ϕ(x, y)). The three models described above cannot be isomorphic between them.
Remark 3.3. It is a known fact that every curve of the first type is isomorphic to a curve which does not have ∞ as a branch point (that is, P has even degree).
The following result was proved in [6] ; the formulation we use can be found in [2] . We will denote by [x] the integer part of x.
Lemma 3.4 (Topological Classification Lemma). Let S be a hyperellyptic Klein surface and let (p, k, ) be its topological type. In each of the three cases described above, the triple (p, k, ) is given by:
Gap sequences
In the following, S will be a compact Klein surface of algebraic genus p ≥ 2 with double covering (S c , π, σ). Definition 4.1. Given a point P ∈ S and an integer n ∈ N, we want to know if there exists a meromorphic function on S with a pole of order n at P and no other poles; such a function will be called function at n(P ). If the answer is no, we will say that n is a gap at P . Otherwise we will say that n is a non-gap at P .
We will need to use divisors on S, which are defined exactly as in the context of Riemann surfaces. The divisor of a meromorphic function on S and the space L S (D) are also defined in an analogous way. Given a divisor D = P ∈S n P P on S we define the associated divisor on S c by D :
Fix a point P ∈ S. For every integer j ≥ 0 we define the divisor D j := j P . We can express whether j is a gap at P in terms of the spaces L S (D j ). More precisely, the following statements are equivalent:
(
Note that the non-gaps at a point P form a semigroup under adition: if f j and f k are functions at j(P ) and k(P ) respectively, then its product f j · f k is a function at (j + k)(P ). In other words, if a j = 0 and a k = 0 then a j+k = 0.
The next proposition gives information about the gaps at a point of ∂S in terms of the gaps at the corresponding point of the Riemann surface S c :
positive integer. Then j is a gap at P if and only if j is a gap at Q.
Proof. The following equalities are known and they allow us to establish a relationship between spaces of meromorphic functions on the Klein surface S and spaces of meromorphic functions on its double covering S c :
We have not been able to find a proof to quote them, so we briefly sketch it:
The first equality follows from the fact that the R-isomorphism of vector spaces
The main point to prove this is the following: if f is a meromorphic function with a zero or a pole of order n at P ∈ S, then the associated morphism f has order n at P and so has f • π = π * (f ) at each point of π −1 (P ), because π is unramified; therefore, π * (f ) has order n at each point of π −1 (P ).
The second equality is a consequence of the following fact: if B is a basis of
The integer j is a gap at P if and only if
By using the previous equalities, we have that
As π −1 (P ) = Q, the associated divisors have the form
, which is zero if and only if j is a gap at Q.
The situation becomes more complicated if P / ∈ ∂S, because the fiber π −1 (P ) = {Q 1 , Q 2 } has two elements and the associated divisors have the form D j = jQ 1 + jQ 2 . In what follows, we will refer to this case.
In order to apply the Noether gap Theorem, we are going to define a new sequence of divisors on S c :
We will denote by
. It is well known that b j ∈ {0, 1} for every j ≥ 1 and it is clear, by definition, that E 2j = D j for every j ≥ 0. Hence, by using again the equalities of dimensions in proposition 4.2, we obtain: a j = b 2j + b 2j−1 which implies that a j ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Proof. Suppose that
Such a function f must have a pole of order j at Q 1 , a pole of order at most j − 1 at Q 2 , and no other poles. Then the meromorphic function σ * f has a symmetric behavior, that is, σ * f has a pole of order j at Q 2 , a pole of order at most j − 1 at Q 1 , and no other poles.
The gap sequences at Q 1 and Q 2 = σ(Q 1 ) give us some information about the gaps at P . First, note that both sequences are the same: Remark 4.5.
(i) The gap sequences at Q 1 and Q 2 coincide. In particular, Q 1 is a Weierstrass point if and only if Q 2 is so. (ii) If j is a non-gap at Q 1 then j is a non-gap at P . Moreover a j = 2.
Proof.
(i) Let f be a function at j(Q 1 ). Then σ * f is a function at j(Q 2 ). Changing the roles of Q 1 and Q 2 , we obtain that j is a non-gap at Q 1 if and only if j is a non-gap at Q 2 .
(ii) If j is a non-gap at Q 1 , then there exists a function f at j(Q 1 ). This
, so b 2j−1 = 1 and, by Proposition 4.4, a j = 2 (and so j is a non-gap at P ).
Hyperelliptic Klein surfaces
Let R be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 2 and P ∈ R. It is known that if there exists a function at n(P ) then n ≥ 2, with equality if and only if R is hyperelliptic and P is a Weierstrass point on R. We will show that there exist Klein surfaces of arbitrary topological genus p ≥ 2 which admit a meromorphic function with a pole of order 1 at one of its points and no other poles. We will prove that all these surfaces are hyperelliptic and, given such a surface S, we will give a description of the set of points P ∈ S such that there exists function at 1(P ).
In the following, S will be a compact Klein surface of algebraic genus p ≥ 2 and (S c , π, σ) will denote its double covering.
Definition 5.1. Let n be a positive integer. We will denote by G n the set of points P ∈ S such that n is the first non-gap at P .
We are interested in the set G 1 , that is, the set of points P of S such that there exists a function at 1(P ). By Proposition 4.2, ∂S ∩ G 1 is empty, so we will only be concerned with points P / ∈ ∂S. We will use the same notations as in Section 4. In particular, we denote by Q 1 , Q 2 ∈ S c the two points lying over P .
Remark 5.2. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) P ∈ G 1 (2) There exists a meromorphic function f on S c with poles of order 1 at Q 1 and Q 2 and no other poles.
Proof. By definition, P ∈ G 1 if and only if a 1 = 0. As
we have that P ∈ G 1 if and only if there exists a meromorphic function f in the first space which is not in the second one; such a function f cannot have a single pole of order one, because S c has genus greater than zero, so it must have poles of order 1 at Q 1 and Q 2 and no other poles.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that G 1 is not empty. Then S is hyperelliptic.
Proof. Let P ∈ G 1 . By the previous Remark, there exists f ∈ M(S c ) with poles of order 1 at Q 1 and Q 2 and no other poles. Then f −1 (∞) has cardinal two, counting multiplicities, so f has degree 2. Hence S c is hyperelliptic and so is S.
In the next proposition we characterize the set G 1 by means of the two involutions (hyperelliptic and antianalytic) of the double covering S c :
Proposition 5.4. Let S be a hyperelliptic Klein surface. Let h : S c −→ S c be the hyperelliptic involution of its double covering (S c , π, σ). Let P ∈ S \ ∂S. Then:
Proof. We will use the characterization of G 1 given in Remark 5. ⇒] Let f be a meromorphic function on S c with poles of order 1 at Q 1 and Q 2 and no other poles. Such a function has degree two and so the hyperelliptic involution h must interchange the two points of the fiber f
The affine plane model of a hyperelliptic Klein surface (see Section 3) can be used to obtain an explicit description of the set G 1 :
Proposition 5.5. Let S be a hyperelliptic Klein surface and let (S c , σ, π) be its double covering. Suppose that S c admits the affine plane model {y 2 = P (x)}. According to the three cases mentioned in Section 3, three possibilities can occur:
(1) P is a real monic polynomial and σ(x, y) = (x, y) . is a real monic polynomial with non-real roots and σ(x, y) = (x, −y) . is a monic polynomial and σ(x, y) = (−1/x, ϕ(x, y) ).
Then G 1 is the empty set.
Proof. By using the characterization of G 1 given in Proposition 5.4, it is enough to find the points Q ∈ S c such that h(Q) = σ(Q) and σ(Q) = Q (notice that the fixed points of σ are the points over ∂S, which cannot be in G 1 ). Recall that h(x, y) = (x, −y).
(1) (x, −y) = (x, y). Then x must be real and y = iα with α ∈ R. The fixed points of σ are the points with both coordinates in R, together with the two points at infinity. So, as y 2 = P (x), the points we are looking for are precisely those with x real and P (x) < 0 (which implies that y = iα = 0).
(2) (x, −y) = (x, −y). These are the points (x, y) with x, y ∈ R. As P has no real roots, P (x) > 0 for every x ∈ R, so the points (x, y) whose x coordinate is real have also real y coordinate. All these points verify the mentioned conditions because, in this case, σ has no fixed points. This also implies that the points at infinity are interchanged by both σ and h. 
the real roots of P (we can suppose that P has even degree by Remark 3.3). Then G 1 is a non-compact subset of S with k connected components. (2) σ(x, y) = (x, −y).
Then G 1 is a connected compact subset of S.
Proof.
(1) As the points at infinity are not in G 1 , we can work with the open subset of S c given by {(x, y) ∈ C 2 : y 2 = P (x)}, whose topology is the same as its usual topology as a subspace of C 2 .
The values x ∈ R with P (x) < 0 are the union of the k open intervals (α 1 , α 2 ) ∪ · · · ∪ (α 2k−1 , α 2k ) . The points over G 1 are the 2k curves parameterized by:
As σ maps im(c
, G 1 is the disjoint union:
Each of these subsets im(π • c + j ) is connected, being the image by a continuous map of the interval (α 2j−1 , α 2j ), and it is contained in the projection under π of the cylinder with base (α 2j−1 , α 2j ), which is an open subset of S. Therefore they are the connected components of G 1 .
Finally, G 1 is not compact, being non-closed in S because the points π(α j , 0) are in the closure of
Remember that S c was constructed by gluing together the curves C 1 = {y 2 = P (x)} and
and {(z, w) ∈ C 2 : z = 0}. We can describe Σ as being the gluing in S c of the compact subsets
Hence Σ is compact and so is G 1 (because π is continuous).
As P has no real roots, the sets K
w > 0} are connected, and so it is the gluing of the union K
As σ(x, y) = (x, −y) = (x, −y) when x, y ∈ R, we have that G 1 is the image under π of the gluing of K
We can use the previous proposition and the Topological Classification Lemma (see Section 3) in order to establish a relationship between the topological type of S and the compactness and the number of connected components of G 1 . The classification of the topological types in terms of the topology of G 1 is not complete, because when G 1 is empty, two essentially different topological types may appear:
(1) S is non-orientable with empty boundary (case 3 in Proposition 5.5).
(2) S is orientable with minimum number of boundary components: one or two, depending on the parity of p (this is case 1 in Proposition 5.5 when P has no real roots, see Remark 5.6).
In the first case there are only interior points in S and so, by Proposition 4.3, p is a non-gap at each point of S, hence G p+1 is empty.
In the second case, the points of ∂S (all of them are projections of non-Weierstrass points of S c ) have p + 1 as their first non-gaps, and so, they occur in the set G p+1 . Note that this also happens in every bordered Klein hyperelliptic surface.
These two facts allow us to distinguish between the two previous situations by means of the sets G n .
We summarize the relationship between the nature of the sets G n and the topological type of S in the following table, where the first column represents the number of connected components of G 1 followed by the letter c if G 1 is compact:
It is known that the Weierstrass points of a Riemann surface R form an invariant set under the action of Aut(R). We are going to prove a similar result for the sets G n .
Proof. Fix a point P ∈ S and let P := A(P ). Note that it is enough to prove, for every integer j ∈ N, that b j = 1 implies that b j = 1, where b j is defined for P as b j was defined for P . Applying this result to A −1 we obtain that the sequences {b j } and {b j } are the same and, hence, the gap sequences at P and P coincide.
We will denote by E j and E j the divisors on S c (constructed as in Section 4) for the points P and P respectively. Suppose that b j = 1. Then there exists a meromorphic function f in
It is a well known fact that given A ∈ Aut(S) there exists B ∈ Aut
Then, it is easy to see that one of the meromorphic functions f •B −1 and σ
. In other words, b j = 1, as desired.
Suppose that both ∂S and G 1 are not empty and let A ∈ Aut(S). Then the projections under π of the Weierstrass points of S c which are over ∂S are permuted by A. We can use the previous Proposition to prove that if we know the image by A of one of them, we can determine the entire permutation.
By Remark 3.3 we can suppose that (S c , π, σ) is given by a polynomial H of even degree (that implies that ∞ is not a Weierstrass point). We have also seen that G 1 = ∅ implies that H has real roots and hence there exist Weierstrass points over ∂S.
Corollary 5.9. Let S be a hyperelliptic bordered Klein surface such that G 1 = ∅ and let (S c , π, σ) be its double covering given by {y 2 = H(x)}. Let α 1 < · · · < α r be the real roots of H and let P j := π ((α j , 0) ). Then A({P 1 , . . . , P r }) = {P 1 , . . . , P r }. Moreover, let k ∈ {1, . . . , r}; then the image A(P k ) determines A(P j ) for every j.
Proof. The points T j = (α j , 0) are precisely the Weierstrass points of S c over ∂S. It is known that the Weierstrass points of a Riemann surface R are permuted by any automorphism; this follows from the fact that if f is a function at n(Q) and B ∈ Aut(R) then f • B −1 is a function at n(B(Q)). Let B ∈ Aut + (S c ) be the automorphism induced by A (in the same way that in the previous proof). The points T j are exactly the Weierstrass points of S c which are fixed by σ, so they must be permuted by B. This implies that the points P j = π(T j ) ∈ ∂S are permuted by A.
Given a point P k , the points P k−1 and P k+1 are "connected" to P k (if the index k − 1 or k + 1 does not make sense, substitute it by suitable representative of its class module r). That means that one of these points is in the same connected component of ∂S as P k and that, for the other one, there exists a connected curve of points contained in G 1 which joints P k with it.
As A is a continuous map, A(∂S) = ∂S and A(G 1 ) = G 1 , we conclude that A(P k−1 ) and A(P k+1 ) must be, precisely, the two points among the A(P j ) which are connected to A(P k ), each of them connected in the same way as P k was to P k−1 and P k+1 .
So A(P k−1 ) and A(P k+1 ) are determined by A(P k ). Iterating this process we can determine the image under A of every point P j .
